Different behavioral patterns related to alcohol use in rodents: a factor analysis.
To estimate genetic correlations among behavioral measures from explorative crossmaze, inescapable slip funnel, as well as from drinking tests, the data from five pairs of high/low alcohol drinking rat (AA/ANA, P/NP, HAD1/LAD1, HAD2/LAD2, HIGH-IPH/LOW-IPH) and from three pairs of mouse (B10.AKM/B10.A(4R), HD/LD, Small_Brain/ Large_Brain) lines were evaluated by the use of principal component analysis. The analysis yielded a two-factor solution explaining 71.8% of total variability. Both the factors had high positive loadings on alcohol drinking. The first factor had sufficient positive loadings on latency of crossmaze exploration and total time of slip funnel immobility, whereas, there was a negative loading on slip funnel avoidance. The second factor had positive loadings on efficacy of crossmaze exploration and slip funnel escape attempts, whereas there was a negative loading on slip funnel immobility. The number of defecations in the crossmaze, time in open arms of the elevated plus-maze, time immobile during the forced-swim test, as well as intake of a saccharin solution, additionally available for a lesser number of the lines, were studied for correlations with the factor scores. The first factor of "alcohol drive with timidity and meekness" exhibited positive relation to saccharin intake. Time in the open arms of the elevated plus-maze showed significant negative correlation with a latency of crossmaze exploration. The second factor of "alcohol drive with novelty seeking and persistence" showed a negative link to crossmaze defecations and forced-swim immobility.